Spatial Configuration Guidance and Drawings
Spatial Configuration Guidance

Intent
To assess room capacities in a socially distanced environment. Spatial configurations within existing room layouts were undertaken on a sample of room typologies to define capacity metrics. These metrics could then be applied to rooms across campus to define new room capacities.

Spaces Considered
- Classrooms: University
- Classrooms: N-12
- Offices / Workspaces
- Dining

Social Distancing Requirements
- Standard: 6’-0”
- Dining: 8’-0”
- Masks to be worn in public spaces

Bathrooms / Elevators / Breakrooms and Circulation Space
- No limit on usage other than to adhere to social distancing protocols

Signage
- Informative signage distributed to provide direction on spatial use
CURRENT CAPACITY: 119 SEATS
NEW CAPACITY: 39 SEATS

FIXED FURNITURE
(CLASSROOM)
CURRENT CAPACITY: 75 SEATS
NEW CAPACITY: 22 SEATS
CURRENT CAPACITY: 286 SEATS
NEW CAPACITY: 47 SEATS

FIXED FURNITURE (CLASSROOM)
CURRENT CAPACITY: 200 SEATS
NEW CAPACITY: 50 SEATS
CURRENT CAPACITY: 24 SEATS
NEW CAPACITY: 18 SEATS
CURRENT CAPACITY: 502 SEATS
NEW CAPACITY: 117 SEATS